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Jelgava, 21 March 1957

Greetings from Latvia,

I send you greetings from your fatherland althoughI do not know

you personally; however., Latvians should keep up contacts with each

other. Even though we live mow thousands of kilometers away from one

another.

I study in the ninthigrade of the Jelgava Secondary School. I

shall finish secondary school in two years. My studies in school are

going fairly well. In addition to other subjects in school we also

study Russian and English, but I do not know the latter very well yet.

Our school year is eight months, not counting the vacation.4
KYvOV/	 h

I hope that yovomething about Alife of the Latvian people, and

how the LatvianSstruggleialong.

I want to ask you a favor, would you be able to send me some

postage stamps from Chile and also from other countries, which you

may be able to get, for my stamp collection. I have already collected

about 1,000, stamps. I hope you will be able to fulfill my request

and I would be very grateful to you.

(IOW
Are there many Latvians in Chile and,d\ do they live? YoU may

enclose the stamps in a letter. I shall wait for your answer.

Greetings from a Latvian boy to another Latvian. (s'igned7Evaltis
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My address: Latvian SSR, USSR,

Jelgava

Stalgenes iela 11-4

Evalds Lizbovskis.
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